INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
memory is, as it were, " in the fingers." This seems to mean
that when the piece of music is once started, the actions of
the muscles of the fingers and arms in playing each bar or
phrase act as the stimulus to that pattern of neurone excita-
tion which causes the muscles to play the next bar or phrase*
The piece is played without any special consciousness of
how it is remembered, the imagery present is not concerned
with remembering the piece, but with the shades of interpre-
tation and emotion to be brought out on this particular
occasion. The whole has become automatic, a "chain
habit/' each link forging its successor. Some individuals
see the printed music while playing from memory and
a smaller number claim to be able to read from the imaged
page: but in most cases the vision is too hazy for this,
although there may be a clear recognition of where the pages
have to be turned and on which part of the page each phrase
is printed. Auditory imagery does not appear to be employed
a great deal in remembering, it is rather released from that
task so that it can preside over the whole performance and
direct its emotional rather than its mechanical side.
More instructive, however, is the role of imagery during the
process of memorizing, and during the process of playing
a new piece of music from the score. The primary outer
stimulus in this last case is visual, is the set of black marks
called notes arranged in such and such a way on the printed
lines. The performer sees a certain pattern of these, and
his fingers play a corresponding sequence of notes and chords
on the keyboard. What has passed through his mind in
the meantime ? That depends on his degree of familiarity
with the art of reading at sight, and with the personal
idiosyncrasies which are his because of his inborn nature,
because of his previous instruction in music, and because
of his previous experience in other provinces of life and
education.
In the case of playing the piano, there need be no auditory
image at all, the finger response may be made to the visual
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